

Host John A says:
******** Continue Pharaoh Mission******** " Long Cold Journey Home"

FCO Horn says:
@::On station going over reports with the XO::

CMO Hebe says:
::finishes repairs to sick bay::

XO Starks says:
@::on station get briefed by FCO::

CTO Williams says:
::Is on the Pharaoh’s Bridge, trying to re-route power conduits::

CO von Krieg says:
$::moving about the Rushmore's bridge, monitoring as many stations as he can::

 OPS Stidd says:
$::With CO awaiting orders::

SO Qwynn says:
:: on the Pharaoh, supervising repairs to Science systems ::

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: I am sure I can be of help to you in this investigation.  Where do you want me to start, sir?

CO von Krieg says:
$OPS: Mr. Stidd, please monitor the communications traffic between the ground and the station. We might luck into something.

FCO Horn says:
@XO: Are there any questions to my report?

Host John A says:
ACTION: A vessel appears on LRS, current speed indicates arrival in 40 minutes

XO Starks says:
@FCO: None, you did a great did in such sort time Alex, Now so the first thing we can do to try and track down this terrorist cell is start by finding out where in the area they could have gotten a tri-lithium compound

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: Very well.  ::Steps up to OPS and to the ensign sitting there:: Ens.: You are relieved.

CTO Williams says:
::While working in the power conduits console, and "incoming bogey" light flashes on his other console:: Himself: what the....

FCO Horn says:
@XO: Since it is a rare item, they most likely bought it off the black market

CO von Krieg says:
$::notes the lrs display blinking on the Tactical board:: Tac Officer: Well...report.

SO Qwynn says:
:: gets up from underneath Science Station 1 on the bridge and replaces the panel ::

 OPS Stidd says:
$::Once seated, he begins working the station in high speed and starts monitoring all comm traffic between the station and the planet::

CTO Williams says:
COM: RUSHMORE: Rushmore, are you picking up an incoming ship?

XO Starks says:
@FCO: there is no doubt that this place has a lot of black market underground shops

CO von Krieg says:
$::Tac Officer looks perturbed::<TACOfficer>:Just a moment, sir.

SO Qwynn says:
:: takes her seat and begins a level 2 diagnostic on the entire science sub systems ::

Host John A says:
ACTION: Finally crews from the repair dock, after working 25/7 for days give the Pharaoh a green light on structural integrity

FCO Horn says:
@XO: We can begin by scanning for residual radiation signature

CO von Krieg says:
$::executes a slow boil::

XO Starks says:
@FCO: good work hail the Rushmore and have their SCI dept. do that

CTO Williams says:
::Takes seat on the Hard Chair:: Himself: I gotta get a cushion.... ::grins::

CTO Williams says:
SO: Give me a quick sweep on the incoming ship, tell me what it is SO...

CO von Krieg says:
$<Tac Officer>CO: New Orleans class, sir. Federation registry.

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Aye, sir.

FCO Horn says:
@::Moves over to nearest panel and begins to hail the Rushmore::

SO Qwynn says:
:: identifying ship ::  CTO: Federation registry, New Orleans Class

CMO Hebe says:
:: begins running diagnostics on the equipment::

FCO Horn says:
@Comm: Rushmore: LT Horn to the Rushmore

XO Starks says:
@FCO:  we should also have the station scanned also

Host John A says:
ACTION: The New Orleans class vessel sends a heavily encrypted message in a narrow beam to the planet

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: It's the USS Louisville, it's 30 minutes out, sir.

CMO Hebe says:
:: begins to put medical equipment away::

FCO Horn says:
@::After receiving no answer hails the ship again::

FCO Horn says:
@XO: Yes sir, that was going to be my next step

CO von Krieg says:
$OPS: Any suspicious communications traffic?

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Sir, they have sent a message to the planet.  I have intercepted it.  It's heavily encrypted.

CTO Williams says:
::Nods at the SO::  COM: Rushmore: CO von Krieg: Contacting the incoming ship is all yours, sir.

CTO Williams says:
SO: Can you break it?

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: I'll begin working on that, sir.

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: Confirmed, and it is on a tight beam from the incoming vessel to the planet.

SO Qwynn says:
:: begins normal decryption protocols ::

FCO Horn says:
@:: After contacting a science officer relays message to scan for tricobalt compound, especially in isolated areas::

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: I am attempting to trap it but its tight beam.

CO von Krieg says:
$::walks over to command chair and taps in a secure channel:: COMM: Williams: Thank you Mr. Williams. Are we ready to ship out?

CO von Krieg says:
$OPS: Good work Mr. Stidd. Whatever resources you need.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::walks out from nowhere to the XO::   XO:   Miss me?

FCO Horn says:
@:: after relaying message to the Rushmore, begins scan of the station and immediate area::

CMO Hebe says:
:: goes to TL to go to the bridge ::

OPS Stidd says:
$::Attempts to pinpoint the receiver of the signal::

 SO Qwynn says:
CTO: I'm also locating where the message was sent to.

Host Kon`mah says:
:: in an underground hide out, waiting for a potential "new hire" ::

XO Starks says:
@::jumps:: Riggs: Where the hell did you come from?! No, never mind, what did you find out?

CMO Hebe says:
;; arrives on the bridge::

CMO Hebe says:
::

CTO Williams says:
::Taps the COM button on the chair's console:: COM: USS RUSHMORE: CO von Krieg: We're ready to go, at your command.

CO von Krieg says:
$::taps up general subspace communciations:: COMM: New Orleans Class: Federation vessel, this is Captain von Krieg of the Rushmore. Identify yourselves and state your purpose in this area.

SO Qwynn says:
:: notices her diagnostic has completed itself ::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
XO:   For once you were right.   It's the real Kohn Ma.  It's one of the larger of the cell factions.   From what I can gather, they're trying to destabilize Federation control in this sector.   The Pharaoh was a good start.

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Sir, the destination of that message is a small house near where the workbee bomb was launched!

Host Kon`mah says:
ACTION: A message is sent from near where the work bee bomb was launched

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: any idea where we can find their staging ground?

SO Qwynn says:
COM *XO* Sir, science systems repairs are complete.  A level 2 Diagnostic has just completed.

FCO Horn says:
@XO: I have finished the scan of the station. I was unable to find any signs of the compound

CO von Krieg says:
$::grins almost boyishly when he hears Wiiliams:: COMM: Williams: Excellent! Have engineering begin to reinitialize the core! ::shakes his fist:: I wish I were there, Lt.

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: Captain, I have the area where the message was sent to and where a reply is now coming.

XO Starks says:
@FCO: alright, oh Alexandra Horn meet Chalin Riggs.. no worries he's on our side

CTO Williams says:
SO: My word... ::The CTO automatically hails the Rushmore, directly to the CO:: COM: Rushmore: CO: That message was sent to a small house, near where the work bee bomb was launched!!

XO Starks says:
COM *SO* Roger that Pharaoh

FCO Horn says:
@::Greets Chalin Riggs::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
XO:   They're planet side.  Some kind of warehouse district is as close as I got.   I didn't want any of the members to recognize me, so I didn't stick around long.    There's something else, they may be getting some help on this one.   From where I don't know, but it's from up the food chain for sure.   More than enough to make me nervous.

Host Kon`mah says:
<Message> By now you have recovered from our demonstration. We are not at war with the Federation... However as an escort of supplies to Cardasia. The Pharaoh has commited crimes against the Bajoran people. Cease this and we will stop our attacks.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
::ignores FCO Horn::

CO von Krieg says:
$OPS: Good. Can you determine if the location is governmental?

CTO Williams says:
*ENG CPO*: Re-initialize the warp core.

CMO Hebe says:
:: takes in all the action around her::

XO Starks says:
@:: hear's Kon'mah message on com badge::

FCO Horn says:
@Self: That’s how it is played

CTO Williams says:
SO: My word...

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: Comparing to all known maps of this planet now.

XO Starks says:
@ALL: Ememy of the Bajoran people? I know that I may hate you Riggs but your entire race? These people are crazy

CO von Krieg says:
$::thinks to self that the New Orleans class has not responded to hails::

FCO Horn says:
@XO: I have instructed Rushmore's science officers to scan the planet for the compound

Host Kon`mah says:
ACTION: The Pharaohs main power grid hums with new found life

SO Qwynn says:
:: looks at the CTO ::

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: The house is in the private sector, sir.

CTO Williams says:
SO: Raise the shields

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
::hears the message::   XO:   Jimmy, wait.   Something about how he said that.   I don't think we're dealing with the radical anti-Federation Kohn Ma.   There are other factions out there not as hard core.   If this were one of the really bad cells, they wouldn't bother warning you.   You would all be dead already.    We might be after the wrong group here.......

XO Starks says:
COM Rushmore *CO* Captain Lt. Riggs have found out Some kind of warehouse district as the main staging ground he also thinks that they have outside suppliers

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: We should make sure the Pharaoh is powered up and readied.

SO Qwynn says:
:: raises shields ::

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: ::angry:: What are you talking about? They killed my men!

CTO Williams says:
SO: Good advice, run a level 3 diagnostic, just something quick to see what works, and what doesn't.

CO von Krieg says:
$COMM:XO: Understood. Be careful, First.  Monitor as much local subspace traffic as you can. Out.

SO Qwynn says:
:: initiates system wide level 3 diagnostic routine :: CTO: Aye, sir, initiated.

FCO Horn says:
@:: Listens to the converstion between XO and Riggs::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
XO:   This whole thing stinks Jimmy.   Stinks worse than you're ship.  I think we're being playing against the wrong side here.   The Kohn Ma's actions just don't add up.  They wouldn't bother trying to scare you away, they'd be trying to finish you off.   This doesn’t make any sense......

Host Kon`mah says:
ACTION: From the message source on the planet a incendiary device is detected.

SO Qwynn says:
:: reseats herself at Flight Control ::

CMO Hebe says:
:: sits at the OPS station

CMO Hebe says:
:;

CMO Hebe says:
:

SO Qwynn says:
:: checking flight systems ::

CO von Krieg says:
$COMM: New Orleans Class: Federation vessel, identify yourself.  Your transponder record is in error. ::motions to Rushmore helmsman::

XO Starks says:
@FCO: :: still looking at Riggs:: Alex! Monitor Subspace like the captain said use the array on the station, control room is just down the hall

Host Kon`mah says:
ACTION: The Federation ship remains silent

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: I'm detecting a fire at the location of the message transmissions.  A large fire!

FCO Horn says:
@XO: Sure you are going to be okay?

CO von Krieg says:
$OPS: Mr. Stidd, you opinion.

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: With it being in the private sector sir, my first impression is to ........Captain I am now detecting an incendiary device near where the message was sent from on the planet.

CTO Williams says:
COM: Rushmore: Awaiting orders...

CMO Hebe says:
:: monitors all communication::

CTO Williams says:
SO: Noted.

XO Starks says:
@FCO: I'm sure Alex, :: small smile::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
::hears the SO over the COM line::   XO:  NO!   Jimmy, if the Kohn Ma arent' the real enemy here, then the real enemy is taking them out to erase the evidence!   

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: It's possible something blew up on them, or that they are destroying evidence.

XO Starks says:
@:: overhears comm traffic on combadge::

FCO Horn says:
@::Begins to leave as ordered but thinks to herself "I can take him"::

CTO Williams says:
::Really wishes he knew what was happening right now... not to mention his bridge is understaffed... just him and the hard-working SO::

CO von Krieg says:
$Rushmore helmsman: Place us on a blocking position between the station and the unknown vessel.

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: They are trying to destroy all evidence of their existence there sir.

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: there goes the planetside staging ground, we're back to step one

CO von Krieg says:
$OPS: Beam what you can away into a secure area, Mr. Stidd.

CTO Williams says:
SO: I need a stat on the weapons... now!  If we are to stay in one piece, we better have them up

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Weapons, shields, and medical is at 75%, all other systems are up to 80%.  We're definitely flight worthy.  Structural integrity is at 100%.

CMO Hebe says:
:: checks on the repairs being done on medical bay::

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: Aye aye sir.

 OPS Stidd says:
$::Begins to transport as much as possible to safety::

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Primary systems, power, and engineering are at 90%

 Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::punches the wall::  SELF:   They're dead.....  everyone in that warehouse..... they were loyal Bajorans and now they're dead.......

FCO Horn says:
@::arrives and begins to monitor traffic::

CTO Williams says:
SO: Power up weapons, and keep those shields up...  COM: Rushmore: Standing by, sir.

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Powering weapons, sir

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:  What are we doing just standing around here!?    Let's get back to that junkheap of yours before anyone else has to die! 

CO von Krieg says:
$::watches the helmsman move the ship out::TacOfficer: Raise shields please.

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: now the question is.....who are they?  ::looks out view port at the New Orleans class starship:: Riggs, can this be the "outside help" you spoke of?

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: your right

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Shields maintaining.  Engineering reports that the warp core is coming online now, sir.

XO Starks says:
*FCO* prepare for beam out

FCO Horn says:
@::Taps comm badge:: *XO*: Acknowledged

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:  You've got a quad of phaser banks and I've got an itchy trigger finger, that'll both help us find out a lot faster.

CTO Williams says:
SO: Aye, good work.

CO von Krieg says:
$COMM: New Orleans Class: Federation vessel, stand your ground and prepare for a visual inspection.

CO von Krieg says:
$OPS:Jam any communications coming from the unknown vessel.

FCO Horn says:
@::While waiting for beam out, keeps monitoring traffic but notices nothing unusal::

OPS Stidd says:
$CO: Jamming all known frequencies that they use and as I find them using others I will jam them too.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:   We need to put together one of your ship's cracker Jack away teams and get down to what's left of the warehouse district NOW!   Before we loose any evidence or witnesses we have left!   In the meantime, why the hell are you're people just staring at that unidentified ship?   Tractor that monster now!

CO von Krieg says:
$notices the TacOfficer's slow reactions::TacOfficer: Where are those shields, Mr.!

Host Kon`mah says:
ACTION: Finally The Louisville responds, A beady eyed balding man pops onto the screen, with an Admiral standing behind him. The pair resemble a walking rat supervised by a vulture

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:  If they get away, we'll loose our best chance of figuring this out!

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: leave that ship to the Captain LT.

SO Qwynn says:
:: attempting to bring tractors and transporters to 100% ::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:  Alright, but if you're captain just let's them get away............

XO Starks says:
@FCO: Alex change of plans we're beaming down to the warehouse

CTO Williams says:
SO: Bring up the View screen, I want to find out what IS happening.

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: They're getting a response from the Louisville, patching it through to our viewscreen, sir.

CO von Krieg says:
$::von Krieg glowers at the Louisville's captain::

XO Starks says:
COM Pharaoh: Belay that last order Mr. Williams the AT will be on the planet

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
::scoffs at Alex::   XO:  Can your FCO handle a phaser?

Host Capt Renton says:
COMM: Rushmore\Pharaoh: I am Captain Renton special liaison to the Federation Council. Have you captured the Terrorists yet?

FCO Horn says:
@::Approaches the XO in time to hear the last comment made::

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: He is not being truthful.

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: shut up rigs :: draws Phaser and energizes station transporter beaming AT to the warehouse planetside

 OPS Stidd says:
$::Observes the 2 for any body language to gauge their responses against all known facts::

CO von Krieg says:
$COMM: Renton: Captain, you have entered an interdicted area. Please explain the nature of your coded communication to the planet.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
FCO:  It's the real thing down there, honey.   Try not to get us all killed.   ::readies Bajoran Phaser and energizes with the others::

CTO Williams says:
::Turns to the SO:: SO: Why do you say that?

SO Qwynn says:
Computer: bring up record of one Captain Renton

FCO Horn says:
@Riggs: Don't worry about me, just watch your own back

XO Starks says:
:: FCO Riggs and XO Materializes in the burnt remain of the Kon'Mah headquarters ::

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: I sense deceipt.  He has a strong mind, but not strong enough to mask this covert undertones

SO Qwynn says:
<Computer> There is no record matching that name.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@:: sweep the room with his phaser looking for survivors::

SO Qwynn says:
:: looks at the CTO ::

FCO Horn says:
@::Materializes on planet with XO and Riggs with her phaser ready::

XO Starks says:
@:: phaser leveled pulls out tricorder with other hand scans for survivors ::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
::moves fast among the remains looking for anything with a pulse::

CMO Hebe says:
CTO : i confirm her feelings

CMO Hebe says:
::

FCO Horn says:
@::Begins surveying the area::

CTO Williams says:
::Opens Secure channel to the CO::  COM: Rushmore: CO: I have the SO and CMO telling me that they KNOW that this Captain Renton is lying... I agree with them.

SO Qwynn says:
:: ascertains the USS Louisville's compliment ::

FCO Horn says:
@:::Always keeping an eye on Riggs::

Host Capt Renton says:
ACTION: by this time the building is rubble, but a charred hatch can be seen in the metal floor

XO Starks says:
@::moves through debris still scanning ::

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Aye, sir, patching through on secure channel.

XO Starks says:
@:: looks at hatch:: ALL: There! ::points to hatch ::

CO von Krieg says:
$::hears the CTO's warning:: COMM: Renton: Captain, stand down and prepare to surrender you communication logs.

CTO Williams says:
::Nods at teh SO::

SO Qwynn says:
COM / SECURE *CO* Captain...

FCO Horn says:
@XO: There seems to be a hatch over here

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::sees the hatch and tries to open it without comment::

 OPS Stidd says:
$::just loud enough for the CO to hear:: CO: Is it customary for the captain to speak out when there is an Admiral on the bridge with him?

XO Starks says:
@:: helps riggs open hatch ::

FCO Horn says:
@::Moves over to Rigss:: Riggs: Need some help there?

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
SELF:   They went undergound.........    

CO von Krieg says:
$::moves his head in a negative way::

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: where does this lead, oh all-knowing one?

CTO Williams says:
::Brings up manual tactical controls:: SO/CMO: Can either one of you pilot the ship well, for combat situations?

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
FCO:  Thanks, honey.

Host Capt Renton says:
COMM: Rushmore: :: looks at the Admiral:: VK: I don't think so Captain, this is a Governmental matter, Your only duty is to Justice!

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Yes, sir!

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:   It leads down you moron.   Let's go.   I think we've got live ones down here.

CMO Hebe says:
CTO: iI have no training for that::

XO Starks says:
@FCO: follow the jerk Alex ::painful grin:: as I climb down ladder::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::moves down the staircaise into a dark area::

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: I don’t believe he is an Admiral then, just as the others say the captain is lying.

FCO Horn says:
@XO: Yes sir, I'll make sure he doesn't have any accidents down there

SO Qwynn says:
:: brings up manual tactical controls ::

CTO Williams says:
SO: Well take the Helm, and be ready for anything... this "Captain" could be unpredictable.

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Ready sir

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@FCO, XO:   What's your tricorders say?

FCO Horn says:
@::Follows Riggs down::

CO von Krieg says:
$::speaks in a voice of ice:: COMM: Renton: You are impeding the investigation of an act of terrorism against the Federation. Stand down.

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: hard to tell the walls are bouncing the readings around

Host Capt Renton says:
COMM: Rushmore:  Furthermore, The council has decided to take over the Bajoran Provisional Government, in favor of Federation rule. This will end any further threat here. Now! Return to your Duty!

CTO Williams says:
SO: Okay, you have the helm, I'll take the guns from the Captain's chair.

Host Capt Renton says:
:: cut channel and continues to approach::

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Yes, sir.  Warp core is online, systems are all online.

XO Starks says:
@::contimues to climb down ladder::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@:: continues down the passageway in the dark, silently::

 OPS Stidd says:
$::Raises an eyebrow::CO: A blatant lie captain.  The Council would never do that as it violates Gen Order 1.

XO Starks says:
@::reaches bottom of ladder and follows Riggs down corridor::

SO Qwynn says:
:: can't control the laughter that escapes her ::

CTO Williams says:
COM: Rushmore: CO: We are fully combat operational... and ready to intercept closing ship... if needed!

FCO Horn says:
@::Stays three steps behind riggs, keeping her eyes and ears open for anything unusal::

Host Capt Renton says:
ACTION: Up ahead a lighted room is detected , with 8 life forms in it.

CO von Krieg says:
$Helmsman: Continue to position the ship between them and the planet.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::checks the levels on the Bajoran phaser he was issued for undercover work.   Maximum setting......  "love that Bajoran technology" he thinks::

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: He's anything but what he's projecting to be, sir.  This is a dangerous man.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::slows down upon seeing the light from the room ahead::

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: 8 people in that room ahead!

CO von Krieg says:
$OPS: Absolutely. Options?

XO Starks says:
@::puts away tricorder pulls phaser again ::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
::looks to XO and FCO::   No really, let me go first.  I insist.   ::sarcastic::     

CTO Williams says:
SO: Bring us up, and beside the Rushmore, in a defensive position.

FCO Horn says:
@::Sets phaser to heavy stun::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::creeps into the lit room with phaser out, then jumps out into view::   ALL:   FREEZE!

CO von Krieg says:
$COMM: Williams: Your duty is to protect the Pharoah, Mr. Williams. Evasive maneuvers, Get her out of the combat zone.

CTO Williams says:
SO: Cancel that command, retreat, until other-wise stated.

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: We could possibly, between the Pharaoh and Rushmore, tractor the Louisville.  Their compliment is over 500 men, though.  We'd need a way to put them all out of service quickly.  

XO Starks says:
@:: follows Riggs out phaser Drawn:: ALL: we're with Starfleet your under arrest!

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Perhaps anezthatine gas.

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO:Option 1 is to attempt to raid that vessel but that has a probability of success at 1.584 x 10^34 against.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
ALL:   Move and your all Organ donors!!!!!!!

Host Kon`Mah leader says:
:: draws his side arm:: Riggs : Who are you?!

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Copy that, sir.  

CTO Williams says:
COM: Rushmore: CO: We have an idea, with our combined tractor beams, we could harness the ship.

FCO Horn says:
@::Right behind Riggs with phaser drawn and leveled at the people inside the room::

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO:Option 2 is prepare for battle but this crew is not seasoned in battle and is shaky at best.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
Leader:   I'm Chalen Riggs and you are going to put your weapons away and tell us everything you know about that ship up there that just tried to kill you all or I'll finish the job for them!

SO Qwynn says:
:: thinks of alternative options.  such as the power of the small versus the mighty. ::

CTO Williams says:
SO: Just follow the Captain's orders for now...

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: If we can appear to the Louisville that we're of no consequence...

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO:Option 3 is that we continue to blockade them and find their comrades on the planet.

FCO Horn says:
@::Keeps eyeing the room for quick moves::

CO von Krieg says:
$OPS: Who was that Admiral? I didn't recognize him.

Host Kon`Mah leader says:
:: slowly drops arm:: Riggs: We are dead already... So are you.

CTO Williams says:
SO: What are you getting at?

XO Starks says:
@Kon'mah: What are you talking about?!

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
XO:   Jimmy, scan the room for incendiaries!      

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: Initiating evasive maneuvers, away from this area.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
Leader:  Keep talking, bub.

XO Starks says:
@:: pulls tricorder::

CO von Krieg says:
$::looks at the Rushmore's bridge crew moving at half speed::

XO Starks says:
@FCO: Keep 'em covered Alex

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: Unknown sir.  I don’t recognize him either.  Will run his face through the computer for a match.

FCO Horn says:
@::Acknowledges the XO with a nod::

 OPS Stidd says:
$::Isolates the Admirals face and then begins processing it through the ships library computers::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::shoves his phaser under the leader's chin::   Leader:  WHO ARE YOU WORKING FOR!   Who tried to kill you!

CTO Williams says:
::Scans the distance, on the viewscreen, of the Pharaoh, leaving the zone, and taking a viewing position::

Host Kon`Mah leader says:
Riggs: You own Government set up the bombing!? Are you Stupid?! They are taking us with them to end Cardasia and any Bajoran colonial Goverments...

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: no bombs here Riggs

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@Leader:   My own Government.........?      Oh my god......   ::eyes widen::   

XO Starks says:
Leader: OUR Government???

CTO Williams says:
SO: I want you to be ready for anything, especially a sudden order to intercept that ship.

FCO Horn says:
@::Stays passive to the conversation but alert, just in case::

Host Kon`Mah leader says:
@ All: You think you Federation is so just! They kill their own to meet their covert ends... We are pawns , same as you.

XO Starks says:
@Riggs: this can't be true. The federation couldn't do that!

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:   Jimmy!   That ship is black ops!   Ever hear of something called Section 31?    This wreaks of them!

CO von Krieg says:
$Helmsman: Force the Louisville out of transporter range of the planet.

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: We're ready for anything, sir.  

CTO Williams says:
CMO: Try to figure out what's happening to the AT, you can be a temporary OPS person today.

Host Kon`Mah leader says:
ACTION: from hidden rooms some 20 Kon,mah surround the AT from all sides.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:   We've had some dealing on the Comanche in the past with them.   It all fits!    We've GOT to stop that ship up there NOW!

SO Qwynn says:
:: looks at the CMO ::

CMO Hebe says:
CTO: already monitoring 

CMO Hebe says:
::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::sees the reinforcements::   ALL:    Ah......... grozit..........

FCO Horn says:
@ALL:: Watch out

Host Kon`Mah leader says:
@ Riggs: Go ahead, shoot me...

XO Starks says:
@Riggs yeah.....that ship was the same as Captain Braun used to mention, he never got into detail but is was a black ops New Orleans class ship 

CTO Williams says:
CMO: Status on the AT...

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::doesn't drop the weapon::   Leader:  If you're men shoot, you're the SECOND TO DIE.

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO: No matches in the computers.

CO von Krieg says:
$COMM: Williams: Mr.Williams, please make contact with the AT.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@Leader:  Don't protect those monsters.   Help us stop them!    You're Bajorans, remember!

FCO Horn says:
@::looks around the room and considers her options while moving closer to the XO to better protect him::

CTO Williams says:
COM: Rushmore: CO: We are all ready attempting now...

CMO Hebe says:
CTO: sensors indicate that the AT is undergorund ::

XO Starks says:
COM Rushmore *CO* Sir we've found the Kon'Mah survivors they say that the federation bombed the Pharoah and set them up something about a plot to destroy the Bajoran government and Cardasia

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@Leader:   Section 31 tried to frag you and US!    Don't help them anymore by fighting us!

Host Kon`Mah leader says:
ACTION: A wide beam transmissions is sent from the Louisville, simultaneously the Rushmore and Pharaohs defensive systems go off line.

SO Qwynn says:
:: walks over to the CMO ::

XO Starks says:
@ Leader: your saying you had NOTHING to do with the bombing?

CMO Hebe says:
SO : you getting what I’m getting::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:   BACK OFF JIMMY!

CTO Williams says:
ALL: What the...

SO Qwynn says:
CMO: As the Louisville gets closer, this is becoming clearer and clearer to me.  You are a Ullian, correct? 

CTO Williams says:
ALL: My console is not responding...

CMO Hebe says:
::wonders why. This cant be::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@EVERYONE:    So what will it be!?     Are you all Bajorans?   Or Section 31 thugs!!!!!!   Decide NOW!

CMO Hebe says:
SO: yes::

CO von Krieg says:
$TacOfficer: Get a tractor beam on that ship. Helmsman: Hard to port, full impulse!

SO Qwynn says:
:: rushes back to Flight Control :: CTO: Attempting to get defensive systems back online, sir.

CTO Williams says:
SO: Status!!

XO Starks says:
@:: lowers phaser motion to FCO to do the same ::

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: This is most likely pointless, sir.

 OPS Stidd says:
$CO:We were just hit with some sort of transmission from the other ship.  I am analyzing it as it couldn’t be a coded burst.

CTO Williams says:
::Gets up, and runs to TAC:: SO: Yes, but we have to try!!

Host Kon`Mah leader says:
ACTION: The AT and Kon'mah are grabbed by transporter beams, Boarding parties pour on to the two Fed ships stunning everyone in sight

CMO Hebe says:
CTO: the Louisville is full  black ops this is useless::

CTO Williams says:
::Begins to attempt to hack into weapons control... this had better work::

FCO Horn says:
@::Begins to lower her weapon::

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: I am attempting to bring our systems back online, sir, but the Louisville is close enough now to us, that I can tell you their purpose, well, in general.

SO Qwynn says:
CTO: That ship is from what's referred to as Section 31.  

CO von Krieg says:
$Draws type one phaser:: Tac Offier: Initiate a security alert.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:   Where are we?   ::looks around::

CTO Williams says:
All: We have boarding parties... arm yourselves.  SO: RED ALERT!!

XO Starks says:
@ Riggs : I have no idea

XO Starks says:
@FCO: Alex you ok?

FCO Horn says:
@XO: I am okay ::checks her weapon::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:   Tricorder?

CTO Williams says:
::Goes to a compartment on a side wall, and opens it up to reveal phaser rifles, Ryan grabs one, and loads it up:: ALL: Lock and load.

 OPS Stidd says:
$::Draws a type one phaser::

CO von Krieg says:
$Computer: Lock out all command functions. Authorization von Krieg. Alpha echo

SO Qwynn says:
:: is stunned and falls to the floor ::

FCO Horn says:
@::Goes over to Riggs:: Riggs: Okay, what is going on. You know more than what you are saying and I want some answers now!

CO von Krieg says:
$a phaser beam strikes him and send him tumbling to the floor::

Host Kon`Mah leader says:
ACTION: Slowly the Boarders move to all Key positions till all personnel are stunned

CTO Williams says:
::Walks up to a COM console::  ALL ABOARD SHIP: This is CTO Ryan Williams, we are being boarded, arm yourselves, and fight for the ship!

CTO Williams says:
::Locks the Bridge doors::

 OPS Stidd says:
$::Collapses under the phaser fire::

CTO Williams says:
::Gets blasted before he can hit the doors...::

XO Starks says:
@FCO: cool it Alex that won't get us...  ::hit by broad beam phaser stun and falls to floor with everyone in the room ::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
FCO:  Calm yourself, honey.   All I know is that Section 31, humans, YOU'RE PEOPLE, have used my people against their own kind!   You're little ship was just a side casualty.

FCO Horn says:
@::Falls down stunned::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
::feels the stun blast and collapses::

Host Kon`Mah leader says:
ACTION:  As the crew awakes they find  a New Orleans class vessel warping out of the system]

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::starts to come around and knows already what must have happend::   SELF:   They're gone........   Grozit.

CTO Williams says:
::Lies on the floor, blinks, and grabs for his holstered custom phaser:: Himself: That hurt...

CMO Hebe says:
:: starts to scan people::

CTO Williams says:
ALL: What happened, and WHY AM I ON THE FLOOR?!

CMO Hebe says:
:: realizes that my memory has been altered in some way::

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@::suddenly, he can't remember who "they" are::

 OPS Stidd says:
$::Comes to on the bridge floor and after a second he goes into a defensive posture::

XO Starks says:
@ ::rubs head still see's that we are in the same small dark room ::

CMO Hebe says:
:: scans indicate that the memory of all crew has been altered in some form::

CTO Williams says:
ALL: And what’s with this SERIOUS HANGOVER... since when did I drink on the bridge?

XO Starks says:
@ ::....but anything before this room is a blur that is fading like a bad dream::

FCO Horn says:
@::Comes to hating Riggs even more::

SO Qwynn says:
:: slowly coming back to consciousness ::

FCO Horn says:
@XO: You okay?

CO von Krieg says:
$Computer, why are the command systems locked out?

CTO Williams says:
::Jumps up, in a really cool commando maneuver, and sees the SO groggily waking up:: SO: What happened?

XO Starks says:
@ FCO: yeah but the last thing I remember was Riggs popping out of whatever rat hole he was hiding in on the station and scarring me , now we're here

CO von Krieg says:
$looks at Stidd::

CMO Hebe says:
:: scans indicate that the  memories for the last hour are gone ::

FCO Horn says:
@XO: I don't like this. Where are we even?

SO Qwynn says:
:: tries to remember what happened ::

XO Starks says:
@ FCO: But I can tell this feeling mean we were hit by Phaser stun..low level, maybe a broad beam 

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@XO:   That ship....... they took the Kohn Ma!    How could you let them do that!    Those Bajorans were Pawns in this!

 OPS Stidd says:
$::Upon realizing where he is, he takes a more professional posture:: CO: I have no idea why the bridge is locked out, sir.

Lt Chalen Riggs says:
@Self:  Grozit!

CMO Hebe says:
CTO : memories are very vague as of what just happened

XO Starks says:
@ Riggs: It's coming back to me know. Riggs they were criminals and they were arrested like they should be, now let's get back to the pharaoh

Host Kon`Mah leader says:
****** End Mission*******


